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PENROSE CONFERENCE ON MARINE EVAPORITES

The IOOth Penrose Conference sponsored by the
Geological Society of America had as its theme
"Marine Evaporites: Genesis, Alterations,
Associated Deposits". It was held August 28 
September 2, 1988, at Oxley, Ontario, Canada.
Convenors were Peter Sonnenfeld of the University of
Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, and Chris St. C.
G. Kendall of the University of South Carolina in
Columbia, S.C. Because of the untimely death
recently of several workers in the field, the
conference was dedicated to the memory of Mark
Bodine, Jr., Hans Eugster, Lajos Fuzesy, and Robert
Garrels.

The program included a series of topics for
discussion and two day-long field trips. At the
same time, a number of excellent poster sessions
were displayed in a separate room where participants
could linger. The weather was most auspicious
throughout the conference, allowing long discussions
well into the night on wrought-iron lawn chairs
overlooking Lake Erie. The local cooks tried their
best to provide three hearty home-style meals and
coffee at all hours. Altogether there were 36
participants (II from overseas) from industry, state
or provincial surveys, and universities, coming
from Brazil, Colorado, France, Great Britain, Iowa,
Israel, Louisiana, Michigan, New Brunswick, New
Mexico, New York, Nova Scotia, Oklahoma, Ontario,
Poland, South Carolina, Texas, and West Germany.
Unforeseen car trouble or sudden new assignments
kept away several potential participants.

Day 1 was dedicated to two topics and comments
thereon: Topic 1 dealt with criteria by which one
can distinguish non-marine evaporites (e.g.,
reprecipitated dissolution products) from marine
salts, what is the source of the salts, and with
chemical models of evaporite interaction and
evolution. Topic 2 focussed on petrographic,
geochemical, and other criteria to define the water
depths of ancient evaporite basins, and how we
define the setting of "shallow shelf", "deeper
shelf", "basin slope", "deep basin", "sebkha",
"playa" etc.

Day 2 was devoted to a field trip to Ontario
salt mines either at Goderich or at Windsor, the
latter followed by a visit to a limestone and
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dolomite quarry at McGregor, Ontario. Because of
the late hour of return, the originally intended
topic was postponed and replaced by a very
interesting presentation by Israeli colleagues of
the Mt. Sedom diapir and a newly found potash
deposit in it.

On day 3 everybody went by bus to the Domtar
gypsum mine at Caledonia, Ontario, where a new adit
is being prepared to start mining gypsum next year
and thus the walls were still unsullied by diesel
fumes. For the return trip the bus swung through
the city of Hamilton along some exposures on the
side of the highway. In two days some of the
participants had thus seen for the first time four
of the Great Lakes. The evening was devoted to
Topic 3 on recognition of secondary alteration of
deposits, replacement fabrics. Pseudomorphs of
almost every evaporite mineral after another one are
known but many times the replacement is obscured.
Sulfatization of Permian and Neogene potash beds
occurred worldwide; K- Mg-sulfates ale absent or very
limited in evaporites of other ages.

Day 4 started with an exploration of the
effects that very concentrated brines have while
seeping through a still-permeable basin floor into
porous aquifers filled with less concentrated, but
often sulfuretted, formation waters. Also touched
upon were the catalytic effects of organic matter
(acids, bases, esters), base metal complexes, and
other marine trace elements. In the afternoon the
participants concentrated on the hydrocarbon source
rock potential of evaporites and related facies, and
on relationships between evaporites and organic-rich
layers. In the evening, the relationship between
evaporites and subsidence was discussed, as well as
available genetic models.

The morning of the last day was reserved for
suggestions of further investigations, a
presentation of the latest findings on the Werra (Z
I) cycle of Permian Zechstein evaporites in north
central Europe, and a discussion of the various
posters with their authors. It was decided that the
participants will endeavour each to prepare a
manuscript that would be published after going
through the review process.
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